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Abstract 
Let 9 be the class of functionsf: U! d + Iw which are CI times differentiable with derivatives 
bounded by numbers Mj on each given set Ij in a partition of DBd = Uj Ij. We obtain upper and 
lower bounds on the L,(P)-bracketing entropy of 9. 
Key words: Bracketing number; Covering number; Entropy; Glivenko-Cantelli class; Donsker 
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1. Introduction 
Given two measurable functions 1, U: IWd --) Iw the bracket [I, u] is the set of all 
functionsfwith 1 <f< U. Given a probability measure P on Rd the L,(P)-size of the 
bracket is the L-norm of the difference u - 1. (We take 1 I r < cc .) The bracketing 
number N[ I(&, 9, L,(P)) of a class F of functions in L,(P) is the minimal number of 
brackets of size smaller than G needed to cover 9. The bracketing entropy is the 
logarithm of the bracketing number. In this paper we calculate bracketing numbers of 
classes of smooth functions. 
For classes of smooth functions that vanish outside a compact set, the L,(P)- 
bracketing numbers can be derived easily from results by Kolmogorov and 
Tikhomorov (1961). These authors introduced the notion of entropy for subsets of 
metric spaces and, among others, obtained bounds on the entropy of classes of smooth 
functions for the uniform norm. These classes of functions are defined as follows. For 
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any vector k = (k,, . . . . kd) of d integers define the differential operator 
Dk = 
ak. 
ax:1 . ..a&’ 
where k, = 1 ki . For 0 < c1 < cc let LNJ be the greatest integer strictly smaller than a. 
Then for a function f: x c Rd -+ IR let 
llflia = max sup(Dkf(x)l + max sup 
lDkf(4 - Dkf(y)l 
k. <La) x k.=La] X,Y (/x - y//"-L=' ’ 
where the suprema are taken over all x, y in the interior of x with x # y. Let C&((x) be 
the set of all continuous functions f: x --) R with I( f /Ia I M. 
The covering number N(E, %, )I .I) m) is the minimal number of balls of radius 
E needed to cover % in the uniform norm. Kolmogorov and Tikhomorov (1961) 
essentially proved: 
Proposition 1.1. Let x be a bounded, convex subset of Rd with nonempty interior. There 
exists a constant K2 depending only on c1 and d and a constant K1 such that 
1 d/a 
K1 - 
0 E 
for every E > 0, where 2(x’) is the Lebesgue measure of the set {x: 1(x - x (1 =c I}. 
Since a ball (f: Ilf-fO Ilco < E} in the uniform norm gives rise to an L,( P)-bracket 
[fO - s,f, + E] of size at most 25 the upper bound given by the preceding proposition 
gives an identical upper bound for the L,( P)-bracketing numbers of CT(x). Additional 
arguments next show that this bound is sharp provided P has a density bounded away 
from zero. (See Kolmogorov and Tikhomorov (1961) or Dudley (1984) Theorem 
7.1.10, page 55.) 
Bounds on L,(P)-bracketing numbers have several applications in probability 
theory and statistics. For instance, there exist simple sufficient conditions for a class of 
functions to be Glivenko-Cantelli or Donsker in terms of L, and L2 bracketing 
numbers. Furthermore, rates of convergence in statistical estimation problems can be 
expressed in bracketing numbers. Therefore it is of interest to extend the classical 
results to functions defined on the whole of Euclidean space. The application that 
motivated the present paper is van der Vaart (1992). 
Throughout the paper let Rd = u,F! 1 Ij be a partition of Rd into uniformly 
bounded, convex sets. We consider classes of functions % such that %,rj, the 
restrictions of the functions in % to the domain Zj, is contained in Chj( Zj) for each j. 
Here the Mj are given constants. 
In Section 2 we present a best polynomial upper bound of the form (l/s)” for the 
bracketing entropy. In some situations this can be improved by addition of lower 
order terms. In Section 3 we present a less explicit bound, which is sharp in some, 
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albeit not full, generality. In Section 4 we note some consequences of the bounds 
for empirical laws of large numbers and central limit theorems. In proofs the 
symbols - and 5 denote equality and inequality up to constants, respect- 
ively. 
It is clear that ‘longer tails’ of P and larger Mj lead to larger bracketing numbers. It 
turns out that their combined influence is measured through the constants 
bj = MJ’P( Zj). 
In view of the following result we may assume throughout that the series c bj is 
convergent. The last part of the lemma is actually somewhat surprising: the set 9 is 
totally bounded if and only if it can be covered with finitely many balls of radius 1. 
Define the covering number N(E, 9, L,(P)) as the minimal number of balls (not 
brackets) of size E in L,(P) needed to cover 9. Since an &-bracket fits into the ball of 
radius e/2 around the mid-function of the bracket, we have N[](E, 9, L,(P)) 
r N(42, 9, L,(P)). 
Lemma 1.2. The bracketing number N[](E, 9, L,(P)) isfinitefor every E > 0 ifand only 
ifxjbj< w ifand only ifN(l,F,L,(P)) isjinite. 
Proof. Suppose that the series 1 bj diverges. Then it is possible to define a sequence 
aj by grouping the bj such that 
a, = bI + bz + . . . + bkl 2 1 
a2 = bkl+l + b,,,, + ..I + bk2 2 1, 
etcetera. Let the function fj be M, on each of the intervals I, with kj- 1 < s I kj and 
zero otherwise. Then thefj have disjoint supports and 
s If; -f,l’dP = c M(P(I,) = a, + aj 2 2. 
It follows that N(2l”, 9, L,(P)) = co. 
The converse follows from the explicit upper bound given by Theorem 3.1. 0 
Note. The entropy log N(E, C;(x), 1). 11,) depends on the size and shape of the 
set x. In Proposition 1.1 this is made visible only through the factor /z(x I). A 
more precise upper bound for the entropy is K (log(l/&) + N(elia, x)), where 
the constant K depends only on CI and d and N(E,x) is the minimal number 
of Euclidean balls of radius G needed to cover x. In case the given partition 
Rd = UjZj contains sets of very different sizes it might be worthwhile to use 
this preciser bound, rather than Proposition 1.1. This will not be necessary in the 
following. 
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2. Best polynomial bounds 
As a consequence of the result of Kolmogorov and Tikhomorov (1961) the bracket- 
ing entropy of our class 9 is exactly of the order (l/~)~‘” if the probability measure 
P has compact support. This is still true if the sequence bj converges to zero at 
a sufficiently fast rate. The next result shows that the order is at most (l/~)~ for 
V 2 d/cc provided the series 1 by’(‘+*) converges. In general this upper bound is not 
sharp, but it only misses terms of lower than polynomial order. The latter optimality 
aspect and its simplicity make the result of interest. 
Theorem 2.1. For every E > 0, every V 2 d/cc and probability measure P 
v+* 
lWN[,(E, -@, UP)) I K ; (I)‘( $I hph)?, 
for a constant K depending only on CI, V, r, d and SUpj;1(1,?). 
Proof. Let Ej be any sequence of numbers in (0, a]. For each Jo N take an Ej-Ilet 
h.1) “‘,fj,Pj over CLj (Ij) for the uniform norm. By Proposition 1.1 pj can be chosen to 
satisfy 
, 
for a constant K depending on d, tl and Supja(lf ) only. It is clear that for sj > Mj the 
value pi can be chosen equal to 1. Now form the brackets 
C 
j~~(l,i,-&j)I{lj},j~~(i,.i,+&i)lir,)], 
where the sequence ii, i2, . . . ranges over all possible values: for each j the integer 
ij ranges over (1,2, . . ..pj}. The number of brackets is bounded by n pj and with 
&j = ajs each bracket has L,( P)-size equal to 2s( 1 a; P(Zj))lir. It follows that 
for every V 2 d/cc. The choice ay+r = MY/P(Ij) reduces both series in this expression 
to essentially the series in the statement of the theorem. Simplify to obtain the 
result. 0 
The entropy of F is always of larger order than (l/~)~‘“, as this is the case already if 
P has compact support. (See Dudley (1984) page 55.) To show that the preceding 
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theorem gives the best polynomial bound it therefore suffices to address the situation 
V > d/cl. The proof of the next theorem makes use of the following well-known lemma. 
(See Lorentz (1966) or Dudley (1984), Lemma 7.1.11, page 55.) 
Lemma 2.2. There exists a collection Y of subsets of the set {1,2, . . . . n} such that 
IS A TJ 2 n/6, every S # TEY 
log (Y( 2 n/6. 
Here IS\ is the number of points of S and S A T is the symmetric difSerence of S and T. 
Theorem 2.3. If the series 1 bj vi(v-tr)-s diverges for every 6 > 0, then 
lim sup &v-a logN(&, 9, L,(P)) = cc 
810 
for every 6 > 0. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that C 6, < co. Then we can order 
the sets in the partition such that bj decreases to zero. In that case convergence of the 
series implies that nb, + 0. Define the function fj to be Mj on Zj and zero otherwise. 
For every SE 9 as in the preceding lemma set fs = C jcs fj . Then 
J Ifs-.LTJ’dP= 1 MJP(Zj)> (SA Tlb,. jeSAT 
Combination with the previous lemma yields for any nE tl! 
log N((nb,/6)“‘, 9, L,(P)) 2 n/6. 
Since nb, -+ 0 we have E, = (nb,/6)“‘+ 0 and obtain 
wT 
lim sup E 
El0 
w log N(E, 9, L,(P)) 2 K li;+sip Wtr 
( > 
nb, 
Divergence of the series 1 bg implies that nqbf 2 1 infinitely often, for any given q > 1. 
ForI+‘< Vwecanchoosep= V/(V+r)-6with6>Oandq>linsuchawaythat 
W/( W + r) = p/q. Thus the right-hand side of the last displayed equation is at least 
K. 0 
Example. In dimension 1 we can use the partition R = UT= _ o. (j, j + 1). Then 
a simple sufficient condition for convergence of the series 1 byi(“+” can be given in 
terms of moments. Let M(x) be Mj on the interval (j,j + 11. Then 
s 1x1 “V+dM(x)dP(x) < co, some 6 > 0 
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implies that the given series converges. In that case the bracketing entropy is of 
smaller order than (l/~)~. In particular, if all Mj equal 1, then we obtain this upper 
bound if P has a finite r/V + 6 moment. 
3. Sharp hounds 
According to the lemma in Section 1 the series 1 bj must converge for the bracket- 
ing numbers to be finite. Then there exists j, such that Cj, j, hj 5 a*. 
Theorem 3.1. For every E > 0 and probability measure P and any j, with Cj, j, bj 5 E’ 
where V, = d/a and the constant K depends only on ~1, r, d and SUpj 2 (I,! ). 
Proof. For every j < j, take a minimal ej-netfj, 1, . . .,fj,p, over CGi (Zi) for the uniform 
norm. The number pj can be chosen as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For j < j, set 
Ej = Mj and take the &j-net consisting of the single functionfj, i = 0. Form brackets as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The number of brackets is bounded by n+= 1 pi and each 
bracket has L,(P)-size bounded above by the rth root of 
2’j~~ &i*P(lj) I2’ ~ &5 P(lj) + 2’&‘, 
j=l 
by the definition of j,. Thus 
u .k log I’/,, 2 C E>P(Ij) + E j= 1 y: 8, LO) i l+ (y? 
Now minimize the right side over sl, Ed,. . . under the side condition 
C-$ 1 EJP(Ij) I E’. Lagrange multipliers suggest the choice 
This yields the result. 0 
Next we show that the preceding result is sharp for sequences bj that are regularly 
varying. Precisely, we assume that 
bj = b(j) 
for a continuous, decreasing function b: R ’ --f R+ that is regular varying at infinity: 
b(tx)/b(t) converges to a limit h(x) as t + cc for every x (which is then necessarily of 
the form xp for some ‘exponent’ p). In our proof we can handle such sequences 
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through Karamata’s theorem. (Karamata (1930, 1933) or Feller (1966), Section VIII.9, 
page 279.) Actually the assumption that the sequence bj is regularly varying is used 
only to verify that a lower bound that is valid for any sequence bj indeed reduces to the 
upper bound given by the preceding theorem. For simplicity we do not formulate the 
intermediate results. 
Theorem 3.2. Let the sequence bj be regularly varying of exponent p < - 1. Let each 
set Ij in the partition contain a cube of size independent of j. Assume that P has 
a Lebesgue density which is bounded below by cP(Ij) on each Ij for a constant 
c independent of j. Then there exists a constant K with 
vo+r 
loght(4s,,,L~(P))~K(~)v”(~1bJ~)T, 
for every su&iently small E > 0. Here V, = d/a and j, is the minimal integer such that 
Cj, j, bj I F*. If pV,/(V, + r) > - 1, then the conditions on the partition and P are 
unnecessary. 
Proof. Fix a nonzero, nonnegative function f E CT@“) which is supported inside 
a cube C of the size that fits into every Ij. For each p E N at least p disjoint translates of 
the cube :p- ‘jdC fit into a given Zj. Thus it is possible to construct functions 
fj,lY . ..>fj.p, with disjoint supports inside Ij, each being a translate of the function 
Mjf (x2p;‘d) 2-“pJ’“‘d. 
Provided the derivatives off are suitably bounded, every& is contained in CGj(Zi) 
and 
s fjri dP 2 cP(Ij) s fjli(X)dx~bjpJ~ar’d-l. 
For fixed n carry out this construction for j = 1, . . ., n. Letfi, . . .,f, be the m = CT= 1 pi 
functions constructed on II, . .., I,. For every subset S c (1, . . ., m} definef, = CiEsf;:. 
Then 
In view of Lemma 2.2 we can conclude that 
log NC&, 3”, L,(P)) 2 i pj/6, 
j=l 
for any integers n, pl, . . ..p., and E such that 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
n 
&‘S 1 Pj inf bjp,T(“O+‘)/“O. 
j=l jsn,pj>O 
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If b is regularly varying of exponent p < - 1, then by Karamata’s theorem 
Furthermore, the function b voiWo+r) is regularly varying of exponent pV,/(V, + Y). 
Suppose for the moment that this function is not integrable. Then its exponent must 
be at least - 1. The second part of Karamata’s theorem yields that 
nbVo/(VO+*)(n) 
f-t j; bVo/(Vo+*)(X)dx 
=- 
;;, + ’ 2 ” 
Combined the last two displayed equations imply that 
j,” Wdx 
b(n) 
(3.3) 
This is also valid if bvo’(vo+r) is integrable, because in that case nbvo’(vo+r)(n) -+ 0. 
For n fixed as before and j = 1, . . ..II set 
where the square brackets denote the entire function. Then l/2 5 Aj I 1 for every j. 
Define E, by requiring equality in (3.2). Thus 
,cc _ b, ‘$ pj ‘ v  b;i(vo+*) i bF/(Vo+*) . 
j=l j=l 
If bVo’(Yo+r) is not integrable, then 1’Hospital’s rule implies that 
lirn S’bVo”Vofr)(X) dx ‘0 ’ r lim (nb(n))VO,(VO+') 
z-- 
“+CX 
n*l(vo + ‘) r n-02 
This limit is zero. Conclude that E, --) 0 as n + a3 in every case. By the definition of pj 
and E, 
(3.4) 
Furthermore, in view of (3.3) 
c bjsb’i(vo+‘)(n) k bj%i(vo+*) _ $-. 
jyn j== 1 
This shows that n 2 j,,,, for some constant c. 
Primitive functions of regularly varying functions are themselves regularly varying. 
Precisely, in the present case the two functions n + i,” b(x) dx and 
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II --f 1; ~“o’(“o+‘)(x) dx are regularly varying of exponents P+l and 
p V,,/( V, + r) + 1, respectively. Thus for any c, -+ c E (0, cc ) 
f bj N cP+r f b,; 
j=c,n j=n 
y b~iU’o+‘) N j$l b;oi(vo+‘). 
j=l 
The first implies that j,,,, N j,,, . Next the second gives that 
j=,n 
jzl by/(Vo+‘) ‘v j$l $%/(vO+‘) . 
As a further consequence we have E, + JE, + 1. 
Combine (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) to conclude that the statement of the theorem is valid 
for every E = E, and n + cc. Together with the property of the sequence E, this implies 
the first statement of the theorem. 
If pV,/(V, + r) > - 1, then the upper bound given by Theorem 3.1 reduces to j,. 
(See the example below.) In that case construct just one function on every Zj as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. Conclude that (3.1) and (3.2) are valid with every pj equal to 1. 
Take n = j,. 0 
Example. If the sequence bj is regularly varying of exponent p such that 
- (VO + r)/ V. < p < - 1, then Karamata’s theorem yields both Cj,n bj - nb, and 
C j ~ ” &‘oi(Vo +r) _ &~/o’o +I). Th e upper bound given by Theorem 3.1 reduces to j,. 
This bound is sharp. 
Example. Let bj = j -k(log j)W for given k > 1 and j 2 2. If k = (V + r)/V, then 
V = r/(k - 1). The minimal value ofj, satisfies 
The bound given by Theorem 3.1 is proportional to 
(;)’ (log $““’ if V> V,; 
if V= V, and W-c -kk; 
if V= V, and W= -k; 
WV0 + vo + *w 
if V= V,, and W> -k; 
1 
0 
VO 
_ if V< V,. 
E 
These bounds are sharp. 
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Example. Let bj = j - ’ (log j)-W for given W > 1. Then the minimal value of j, satis- 
fies 
1 r/(W- 1) 
log j, - ; 
0 
. 
The upper bound (for the entropy at 4s) given by Theorem 3.1 is proportional to 
sVo/(W- 1) ,(l/&p~-~~ 
It does not follow from the preceding theorem that this bound is sharp. In fact 
a refinement of the proof shows that the entropy at E can be bounded by e(2’a)*“w-1’. It is 
shown below that in cases as this Theorem 3.1 gives at least the best possible function 
in the exponent. 
In the case that the sequence bj is regularly varying of exponent - 1, the upper 
bound given by Theorem 3.1 is not sharp in the same manner as before. In fact, the 
upper bound can easily be improved by refining the proof. (Splitting the series in two 
parts of the same order is far too crude.) However, in this case the entropy numbers 
are exponential in (essentially) a power of (l/s). Theorem 3.1 as it stands gives sharp 
bounds for the exponent.This will be shown under the assumption that 
bj = 
1 
jlogjlog,j~~.logk_,j 
&C(log, j), (3.5) 
for a function ak that is regularly varying of exponent < - 1. (Set log r y = log y and 
log, = log log,_ r y). Under this assumption bj vOi(vO+*) is regularly varying of expo- 
nent - I’,,/( V, + r) > - 1. Thus Karamata’s Theorem can be applied to reduce the 
upper bound given by Theorem 3.1 to 
Furthermore, under (3.5) Karamata’s Theorem applied to ak yields 
= bj- I:,* 
a,(X)dX- nlognlog,n...log,nb(n). (3.6) 
j>n cl 
This implies that 10g(j,bj6/E’) is of the order O(log log j,). Thus the logarithm of the 
upper bound given by Theorem 3.1 reduces to log j, . 
Theorem 3.3. Let the sequence bj satisfy (3.5) for a function ak that is regularly varying 
of exponent < - 1. Then there exist constants K, and K2 such that 
KI lo!$kjE 5 logk+l ~[]6% F7 Lr(p)) 5 KZ logkje 
for every sufticiently small E. 
Proof. The function y1-+ A,(n) = jz &(x) dx is regularly varying of exponent -=C 0. 
Thus its inverse is regularly varying of nonzero exponent. It follows that for any con- 
stant c we have log, j,, - &r(c*s*) - A; ’ (&*) - log, j,. By the argument preceding 
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the statement of the theorem the upper bound for log, + 1 N, I (E, F, L,( Z’)) given by 
Theorem 3.1 reduces to log,j,. The 4s can be replaced by e and we obtain the upper 
bound of the present theorem. 
For the lower bound construct numbers n, = j, < n”r < . . . < fi_ such that 
s 6, b(x) dx = 4bjE it;_, 
for every i = 1,2, . .,, mE. The value of m, can be taken the integer part of 
JIT b(x) dx/(4bj,). Let ni be the integer part of fii. Then 
1 b, 2 2bjB 
“i_l<SSlIi 
for every i. Define the function5 as M, on I, for ni- 1 < s s Izi and zero otherwise. For 
every S c (1, . . . . m,} set fs = CiESJ. Then J Ifs -fr/‘dP 2 JS n T( 2bjE. lnvoke 
Lemma 2.2 to conclude that 
log N((m,bj,/3)“‘, 9, Lr(P)) 2 m,/6. 
By construction ~‘5 m, bj, . Furthermore, in view of (3.6) we have 
rn,kj8 logj, . ..log. j,. 
Hence log, mce - log, j, for every constant c. The theorem follows. 0 
4. Two applications 
In this section we briefly discuss implications for the empirical law of large numbers 
and central limit theorem. If P, is the empirical distribution of an i.i.d. sample of size 
n from I’, then the class 9 is called Glivenko-Cantelli if supJEF ) P,f - Pf 1 converges 
(outer) almost surely to zero as II + cc. 
Corollary 4.1. The class 9 of this paper is Glivenko-Cantelli if and only if the series 
CJTz 1 MjP(Ij) converges. 
Proof. Convergence of the series implies finiteness of the L1 ( P)-bracketing numbers 
by Theorem 3.1. This is well-known to be sufficient for the uniform strong law. 
Conversely, the function that equals Mj on Ij for every j is a member of 9 as well as 
the envelope function of the class 9. Thus it must be integrable, which means exactly 
that the given series converges. 0 
Application to the central limit theorem is more involved. The class 9 is called 
Donsker if the empirical process { &( P, f - Pf) :f E F} converges in distribution in 
the space G m (9) of all bounded functions on 9. Gint and Zinn (1986) show that the 
class C,’ (R) is Donsker if and only if CJ?= _ m P( j, j + 1]1/2 < GO . It is not hard to 
adapt their proof to strengthen this to the following: 
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Proposition 4.2. Let dlcr < 2, let Mj = 1 for every j and let the series 
Cj”= _u3 P(j,j + 11 I/’ be convergent. Then the class % of this paper is Donsker. 
We omit the proof. For the case d = 1 see Arcones (1992). This proposition does not 
allow the constants Mj to diverge to infinity. A more general result would be: if 
d/a < 2 and the series C Mj P (j,j + l] ‘I2 converges, then % is Donsker. We do not 
know whether this is true, as the proof of Gin& and Zinn (1986) uses the uniform 
boundedness of % at two places: to control larger than O(n-‘I”) increments and in 
the application of the square root trick. 
The upper bounds on the bracketing numbers obtained in the previous sections 
allow almost to settle the matter. In any case it is of interest to investigate to what 
extent a general and simple sufficient condition for a class to be Donsker can give 
optimal results. According to Ossiander (1987) a class % is Donsker if 
1 
SJ 
log N[,(e, %, L,(P)) de < co. 
0 
(4.1) 
Consequently, an even simpler condition is that the entropy inside the square root be 
bounded by a power (l/s)” for some V < 2. According to Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 this is 
the case if and only if d/a < 2 and the series I,?= 1 (Mf P(Ij))l” -’ converges for some 
6 >o. 
This misses the result of Gint and Zinn (1986) by an arbitrary small 6 > 0. Using 
Theorem 3.1 we can remove the 6 under the condition that the sequence bj varies 
regularly. For such sequences Ossiander’s theorem is sharp and the generalization of 
Gin& and Zinn’s result is also valid for unbounded classes %. In the proof we again use 
Karamata’s theorem. 
Corollary 4.3. Let the sequence bj = M: P(Zj) be regularly varying and assume that the 
series CT! 1 (MjP(Zj)l” converges. If d/cl < 2, then (4.1) holds. 
Proof. By monotonicity of b we have Cj>n bj 5 Sz b(x) dx and 1: m dx < 00. 
Since b varies regularly, so does &. Integrability of 4 implies that its exponent of 
variation is at most - 1. Thus the exponent of b is some number p < - 2. According 
to Karamata’s theorem 
Thus for 1,” b(x) dx = E’ we have rib(n)) = E’( - p - l)(l + o(1)) as E -+ 0. 
The function bvo~(vo+2) is regularly varying of exponent p I’,/( V. 
SPJ 
“~/(“o+Z)(~)d~ = cc, then this exponent must be 2 - 1 and another 
tion of Karamata’s theorem yields 
rib(n)) “o/(“o+ 2) 
;h- j-~b”o/(“o+2’(X)dx =%+I. 
+ 2). If 
applica- 
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In case the right side is positive, it follows that 
for some constant K and all sufficiently large n. Use this inequality together with the 
upper bound for the entropy given by Theorem 3.1 to obtain as an upper bound for 
(4.1), up to a constant, 
s i ~(l/~)~~~~~~+~~‘~b”~‘~(n)d,. 0 
Since rib(n)) 2 2( - p - 1)s2 as E 1 0 and 2s ds = - b(n) dn this can be further 
bounded bly a constant times 
This concludes the proof under the assumptions that sy bVo’(“o+2)(x)dx = cc and 
p > - ( V0 + 2)/ VO. On the other hand, if the integral converges, then the integrand 
in (4.1) can simply be bounded by a constant times (~/E)“o and (4.1) holds, because 
V0 < 2. Finally, if p = - (VO + 2)/V,, then necessarily p < - 2. Then b”2-6 is 
regularly varying of exponent < - 1 for sufficiently small 6 > 0. This implies that 
Kb ‘12-6(x)dx < 00 for sufficiently small 6 > 0. In this case the integrand in (4.1) 
can be bounded by a power (l/s) with V < 2 in view of Theorem 2.1. 0 
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